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About This Game

Visual Novel, ADV, Fantasy

Time moves very slowly for Neoth — he's always in the spotlight and is forced to participate in all of the royal festivities, which
bring him no joy. In what little free time he has outside the castle walls, Neoth enjoys secluded walks in a nearby forest. During
one of such strolls, he meets an unusually cheerful girl, who seems a total stranger in these parts... And she certainly needs his

help.

Features:
• a dozen colourful CGs;

• partially animated backgrounds;
• an original soundtrack;

• music room/CG gallery;
• a choice of two endings.
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Title: Whispering Flames
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Red Cattus
Publisher:
Red Cattus
Release Date: 17 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.4GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English,Russian
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I was worried about the Prussians army in the campaign of Europe, i sent a spy to kill their general and i just killed Von
Klausevitz.

I crushed the French/spanish Fleet at Trafalgar, Nelson survived.

I devastated Blucher and Wellington at Waterloo.

I won the battle of Austerliz with the Russians.

I invaded Moscow and my army didn't starve.

*IMPERIALISM INTENSIFIES*

10/10. (great with DarthMod). Very disappointed. More puzzles than story. Thank you. It was a very elegant and soothing
experience where music was driving the visual appreciation most of the time.

On the other hand, it's not for people who leave the movie theaters the moment titles start running.. Would have felt like a waste
of money if I'd gotten it for free.. There's a beached whale graveyard level in this game. If that doesn't sell you on it, what's
wrong with you?

Okay, technically, orcas are a species of dolphin, not whale. But still. It's awesome.

Most bullet hell shmups lack a compelling dynamic. The entire game is "navigate your tiny hitbox through a ludicrous sea of
bullets." Not that that's bad but it's nice to have something to interesting added to the mix. Ikaruga did a good job of that with its
duality mechanic. This game does a good job with its expand\/contract mechanic.

As you accumulate ships in your little fleet, you're going to want to expand them so they sprawl across the screen. The reason is
because it generates a massive, powerful stream of bullets that makes you more than just a sum of your ships. The catch: You're
also covering more screen space and risk getting thrashed by the bullet hell quicker. It's a fun trade-off to miix-up the otherwise
rote "just git gud" aspect of bullet hell shmups.

Complaints:
 - I thought the Normal mode was too easy but the difficulty spikes _way_ up there for the Serious mode.
 - The scrolling background repeats a little too much. It would be nice to get more variety.
 - The game's pretty short

For the price I paid (on sale for $6 in some bundle), this game is well worth the money.. I want my money Dirk!. Choice of
Games' games are very hit or miss for me. By which I mean most of them are a miss, and a handfull of them are bullseye hits.

This is one of the latter.

For the ones that are good, there's some "hook" right off the bat that should appeal to your sense of awesome to draw you in. In
this case (for my choices) it was getting to play as a Steampunk Aztec mechanic man of culture. Following that solid hook of
"awesome thing you get to play as", you'll need an awesome setting. In this case, its Steampunk-age Byzantium which never fell
and now takes the rough equivalent spot of The British Empire in the Victorian age. At least shortly before you're thrown into
an age of pulp fiction. The genre, not the movie. This is also awesome.

Along the way you're accompanied by your Bioware Bro-squad (or Persona Bro-squad, if you prefer) as you go on awesome
adventures. I really do mean that as a compliment, because all of them are great and even if you have no interest in romancing
them they're all surprisingly well defined for a CYOA game. Of course you can romance them as well. And if you've never
wanted to romance a hive mind of robot girls or a bee woman, then I think you might be beyond help.

This is easily the best Choice of Games I've played through. The setting is fun, your choices effect world building (and by god
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there is just so much world building), the characters are great, and replayability is high. The only downside I can think of is that
the overall plot is the tiniest bit on the predictable side, but then you don't need twists in every story and the world
building\/characters more than make up for it.

This is a fun game. I was unreasonably joyous when playing this game. I'm not the most animated player of video games. A
stream of me would be boring. This game had me loudly shouting my reactions because it was so darn fun. I can only hope that
this is one of those rare Choice of Games that gets a sequel because the universe has so much potential it hurts.. If you enjoy
Zachtronics games - but are bad at programming then this is the game for you.. well the only thing thats the problem is that i get
the game but i dont have northeast corridor new york
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At first, everything is incomprehensible, then everything is strange, and after understanding the basics of the game - excellent
10\/10. Disclaimer - I was given a review copy of this game by the developer/publsher.

I am enjoying my time with this game. The music is very relaxing and the gameplay is fairly straight-forward. I like the sense of
speed you get when running down a slope to pick up crystals. I did have a couple instances when my frame rate would drop for a
split-second. I made a video of me playing around in the Crystaline Expanse level: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LpHTDo8OMyU. Are you a child of the 80's? Do you like TRON? Then you should
probably play this game, because it is very much like an alternate version of "the Grid", with tank battles, exploration and a
sprinkling of 'Battlezone' type strategy.
No light cycles though.... Technical glitches. I'm playing this on a brand new computer running Windows 8.1. Here are the
issues I've had.

I played KQ1 through KQ4 mostly without problems. Except, when I started playing KQ1, there was a major video glitch every
time I opened and closed the Inventory screen. It was really annoying, and while trying to solve the problem, I discovered that
KQ7 wasn't working at all. I am diligent in protecting my computers from viruses and destabilizing programs, so I very
reluctantly downloaded the software patch discussed in this forum, and was really annoyed to find it installing multiple
programs. Since my hard drive is new and has little on it, I plan to reformat it once I finish playing Kings Quest.

The patch seems to have made KQ7 work, but I haven't actually played it yet. It did not solve the video glitch problem, which I
tolerated through KQ3. One option is rather than opening the Inventory screen, instead type "Look at (inventory object)." KQ4
ran smoothly. Then I got to KQV and discovered the biggest annoyance yet.

Sierra originally released two versions of KQ5 - a floppy-disk version followed by a CD-ROM version released a year later. The
floppy version uses text windows to describe everything in the game, but with the CD-ROM version, they experimented with
voice overs. The version in this package is the CD-ROM version. The voice acting is absolutely terrible and they do not give you
the option to revert to text boxes. Every time you look at something, a narrator describes it for you in a cheesy radio announcer
voice, and the character voices are intolerable to the point that I don't want to play the game.

So, I considered skipping ahead to KQ6, and discovered a problem there too. The game uses a program called DOSBox to make
old DOS games compatible with newer computers. You have to run some basic configuration for each game, in the process
choosing whether to run it in a window that cannot be resized or full screen. I don't want to play in a window, but the full-screen
setting stretches the 4:3 aspect ration to fill my rectangular monitor, and I cannot figure out how to make it display 4:3.

So, I'm thinking I might just stop here and stop playing. It was fun playing KQ1 through KQ4 after all these years. I'd been
playing Skyrim for a while, and it was a trip to see the old-school graphics that took me back to my high school days when I first
played the games. It seemed to me like Skyrim might have taken a lot from King's Quest. I haven't played other Elder Scrolls
games, so I don't know the history there.

One other thing you should know. I was looking forward to experiencing the old-school graphics and was ironically disappointed
to find that the version of KQ1 included in this package was not the original, but a re-release made years later utilizing updated
VGA graphics. While the graphics obviously look nicer, it made it hard to experience the full nostalgia I was looking for. Sierra
was criticized for remaking the game and decided not to remake any other games. The idea was that they were ruining a classic,
like colorizing a black and white movie.. Edit: I'm willing to change my review if I see I am missing some obvious way of
playing this game, but the TL;DR is I feel like this game is unbalanced.

I really love the premise of this game, but there are some major issues. A lot of the utility items are underwhelming. With the
friends I played with, it was just a rush to figure out what weapon worked best against the right monster and to bash everyone
with it. Out of our approximately 10 games the monster did not win one, and none of us really had an idea of how to play that
role. Some of the monster abilities seem much more useful than others as well.

There's a great game somewhere here, and the art and sound is quite pleasant and thematic, but the game itself feels very
unbalanced. Monster needs a buff, and the items need tweaking in my opinion. I love hidden role games, but the game feels
unpolished.. 2D Dark souls heavily invested in lore and awesome items, great replayability due to the nature of the skill tree.
The game offers greataxes and hammers as well as scissor swords alongside sword-whips; magic involves wands inclluding
staves. The game's sanctuary system is beautiful, even though the start of the game only faces you with 3 creeds there are more
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than double throughout the game, 3 of which are hidden, unless of course you got confused on how to get to the coveted boss
fight and decided to find the other way into the temple. The music, I hate to say it but it is cool edgy stuff also glorious at times.

A part of the game which touched me is the the fact that there is only one class 5 great sword in the game as far as I know
owned by a certain someone. I can see myself putting more hours into this game into the future.

If I had any complaints it's that I would have liked more weapons and armour that scale from classes 3-5 but I respect the dev's
intentions of having few powerful weapons.. This DLC features one of the best MotoGP riders from 1992 to 2001 you step in
shoes of 14 different riders from Valentino Rossi to Alex Baros, Dohan, Spencer and many more. You drive 2 stroke 500cc
bikes which is pretty cool. This DLC is great addition to MotoGP 13.

Rating 9\/10

. It's better than going naked. 8\/10 skin.. 99 cents for a bunch of catgirl hairstyles.
I couldn't have spent that money in a better way.
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